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To Praise or Not to Praise:'
Factors To Consider Before Utilizing Praise

As a Reinforcing Device
In the Classroom Communication process

Teachers have both the challenge and 711e responsibUit to

attempt to discover what makes the student desire, or not desire

tc seek knowledge, to develop better social relationships, to

u..3e -his/her abilities, and to cultivate his/her potential. In

short, the teacher must attempt to be sensitive to what motivates

the student. The communication transaction of verbal praise is

e.7. interpersonal experience and plays an important role in the

reinforcement process, which in turn affects the learning and

behavioral activity of the student.

Since praise is generally thouciht of as being a "good" re-
.

ward for°reinforcing achievement and acceptable behaVior, it is a
edt

topic which would not appear to be a debatat)le issue. A closer

look, however, reveals that for praise to have a positive- effect

on a child, a teacher must be aware of some.important findings

by authorities. The purpose of this paper is to review the lit

erature related:to verbal praise and achievement, to discuss

some of the possible reasons for the inconsistent and contro-

versial research findings, to discuss the effects of praise cn

achievement.and.on behavior, to explain the "extrinsic rewards

vs. intrinsic motivation" concept as it relates to praise and

finally, .to comment on possible implications of this research

for the classroom teacher.



. LITERATURE

as J '.C'16) in discussing the a-171 .3-

tration of a encouraged teacaers to

their student_ Erequcnt. 7-enerously and tom. ignore (=c

He explaiaed t contributi more thaw v-

thing else to ..plart. Although le research

"ings since Ter-an's ftten have vascillated from olc,2

side of the fenie to as to the effectiveness of

it is interesti-, 7 tc s-n-to LtIl generally speaking research

borne out the t=uth -1-71--.'s teaching and has shown that

bal praise does have ac:_. tatincf effect on the performan,:e

of school chilEran.

Early History

E.B. viz one the historically prominent early

researchers sects 3f praise as a communication trns-

action in the .t.ssrc.m. Her 1924 study (Hurlock 1925) tt...Lund,

praise and re )f e-7ter one application to be of equal vase

7
-fin motivatinc :t=iler is to achieve: In an attempt to disoc7er

the effect of ise over a longer period of time, she unEa:7-

took the second udy which revealed that a greater-amount

average improvemer:t occurred in the praise group, followed

the-reproof grcap, Ind last, the ignored group.

According :o a review of the literature by, Kennedy and

Willcutt (1964) the 30's and 40's saw research fluctuating from
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udies who found praise not to h as effective as supposed (e.g.

.rden & Cohen, 1931; Be=:on, 19, , Lo studies showed

-A:seto be more effe: iv-e than Acism (e.g. )a:is & Ballard,

'2), to studies whi. rowed Cr -ism to be r -c, effective

in praise (e.g And -)n & Smit Pers lality differ-

es for the rn6 were not into cons_Lderation dur-

:_ng this period. table exc 3 (Forlano & Axelrod,'

937, and Thomp inicut, 19. .E-alt with praise as it
a

relates to intrc- and extrovertE In Forlano and Axelrocrs

brief experiment Ea did not mak:a differentiating effect

til the last t :nree trials. -_-aise and 1ame mere both

shown to be mor zive than no Altion at all. Thompson

Hunnicut's lay ncluddd six s in an attempt to dis-,

. ier-the effec: of rapeatdd praiz ,nd blame. They found that
,

if repeated oft- , praise increase: The output of the introverts

until it was si ificantly higher t_lan introverts blamed or ex7.

troverts praise.

The 5O 's apuzled the number c)7" studies carried out and be-

an introduce variations into research methods. One interest-

ing study (P4ge, 2958)cOncluded that the time and effort of.writ-

ing encOuraging comments or students' papers apparently pays off.

Results of the Page study reveal that the comments had a' measure-

able and significant effect on improved learning. Contrdversy

reigned, but one common generalization emerged.

Gl: Some form of attentioneither praise or criticsm is m::Irc

effective in reinforcing student achievement than is

ignoring achievement.

-3-



Possible Explanations- for Inconsistencies

One conceivable reason for the inconsistencies .:.search

findings is the fact that with the exception of the two silnifi-

cant studies on introverts/extroverts mentioned above, little

attention was given tc personality traits of the studen7 rivolved

in the studies. A second possible explanation relates the dif-

ferences in the type of tests involved and in the task

of the tests. One study (Scott .et al., 1977) suggests .t test

anxiety may have contributed to the inconsistent result "Finally,

the results of this study suggest the achievement effes reported

in previous research. may have been mediated by test ar iety."

(p. 553) Kennedy.and tlillcutt (1965) conclude that,ts2 verbal

rewards were given regardless pf performance by the c ilea-en, in-

congruent with achievement, which probably affected t-Le consis-

tency of results.

,A final answer to the question of inconsistency has been pro-
.

posed by Locke J1968). According to him the contradictory resu:

may be attributed to the failure of the. investigations to control

for differential goal-setting by the subfec s.1 Locke reasons that

the goals and intentions of the student sometime interfere with

the expected results of the verbal communication from the teacher.

Depending upon the student's frame of reference s/he may respond

negatively to the teacher's praise. His/her goal respOnse could

possible be to work even harder, but it could also be to sulk, to

get even by quitting, or to get overconfident and quit. The

-4-



student's perception of wher the praise was a negative or.

positive experience affE _is/her goal ,..esponse.

TO 7_717 ACHIEVEMENT...

For the past two de.:_7s. the pendulum of research has ttirned

more consistently towarL direction of praise haveing a positiVe

effect on achiev6ment. Tlurlocks 1925 study has been confirmed

by research utilizing Tri.:1=h tests (Johannesson, 1967), subtests

selected from WISC (Witner, Bornstein, & Dunham, 1971)i and

achievement test coverimg content material (Anderson,\.White, &.

Wash, 1966). In severaL studies low achievers have been shown

to learn more successfully 'after receiving praise ( Johannesson;

1067; Kennedy & Willcutt, 1965;'Saigh & Payne, 1979; Anderson,

White, &.Wash, 1966). Research by Van. De Riet (1964) obtained

an actual redUCtipn in performance for praised achievers, but the

Anderson, White,,& Wash study, which was an 9xtension of Van De

Riet's research,, found no reduction in performance for praised

underachievers. Other variables which show a positive correlation

between achievement and praise were considered in cross cultural

research (Garza & Lipton,-1978) and the emotionallV.handicapped

(Kandil, 1980). All of these studies point to the following

generalization:

G2: Positive verbal reinforcement generally leads to

improved achievement.

...OR NOT TO,PRAISE-ACHIEVEMENT

Although recent research. points to the validity of verbal



reinforcement.as a learning facilitator, some educators hold

strong opinions against the usage of praise. !arson, (1968) states-

that it is questionable as a motivator since verbal praise is an

evaluation, and judgment of any kind causes people to feel un-

comfortable. Farson labels praise as "a piece of psychological

candy" (p. 112) and contends that rather than being a reward,

praise is in fact a threat, because of the use's'intent to mo-

tivate, move, or change the recipient.

Van De Riet (1966) concluded that praise was a threatening

factor for the mentally retarded boys in her study. She ,con-

tends that the reason the boys showed less improvement after re-

ceiving verbal praise was that they had a "need to fail, a con-

cept explained by Yunst (1959) as being an active, though uncon-

scious resistance to ltarning. Van Riet explainS the following:

If a need to fail is" present in children

with learning disabilities, then it would be

expected that praise of their,performance would

be expiarienced as threatening and would act as

a detriment to learning. (p. 139)

Other arguments. against using praise for improving achieve-

ment are put forth by Rowe (1974). She made thre& observations

as a resk,lt of research in using overt verbal reinfOrdement in

the Science classroom. She first noticed that praise inhibited

the,verbal performance of her students, lowered the number of

alternative explanations offered by her students, and apparently

undermined their confidence in their answers. Praise also

-6--
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fostered competition and therefore cut down on cooperation and

exchange of ideas among the students. And, finally, verbal

r''
praise cut into the students' task persistenCe..

Other studies (e;g. Hamacheck, 1968; Kennedy & 'Willcutt,

'1965; Lawler, 1970; Van De Riet, 1964; Locke, 1968) caution

against incongruent verbal praise and point out the pbssible

detrimental 'effects on the student's motivation, particillarly

in problem solving, according to Lawler (1970). Gordon (1974)

believes that praise which is inconsistent with'a d not appro-

priate for the student's actual performance can provoke "an even

stronger defense of his existing low evaluation of himself,"

(p. 54) Praise that dOes not fit a student's self-mmage can trig-

ger the negative goal-setting process discussed earlier in this

spaper.

Two generalizations can be stated relative to the arguments

against using praise to reinforce achievement:

G3: Prai,se can result in improved,achievement, but

only,.when it is congruent with student needs.

G4: Incongruent praise.can inhibit student motivation.

TO PRAISE BEHAVIOR.-.

With the introduction of behavior modification into the

classroom, researchers began to examine the' communication pro-

cedure of verbal reinforcement as it related to behavior, as

well as achievement. Extensive research (e.g, Becker, et al.,

_1967; Thomas, Becker, & Armstrong, 1968;.Hall, et al., 1968;
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O'Leary, Becker, & Wesley, .1969; Madsen et al., 1968) has been

carried out which confirms the fact that praising appropriate
;.

behaviora a' nd ignoring disruptivebehavior can be n effective

means of developing°a desirable classroom atmosphere. Hunter
c

(1967) and'Thomas, et al. :(1968) caution that the positive rein-

forcer must follow immediately to result in,positive reinforce-

ment and increase the frequency of the aesirea behavior. Becker

(1967)':refers to verbal praise as being a "powerful principle

for influencing the development of social behavior." .(p. 287)

Research has also shown that teachers can be taught to im-

,plement systematic procedures to increase apipropriate behavior

of students. Becker,, et a1.42P(1967) conducted teacher training

seminars and the teachers became so effective that nearly all of

_.the chi] the study showed lessdeviant behavior. The

Becker ,laded teachers from diverse backgrounds and with

various pers::..,:ities. The Madsen, Becker, Thomas (1968) study -0

reinforced the findings of the Becker et al. (1967) study. Both,

teacher and observer comments indicated dramatic changes in the

atmosphere of the classrooms. Hall et al. (1968b) achieved suc-,

cess in training first year-teachers to apply the systematic re-

;reinforcement procedures.

-These findings support the following generalizations:

G5:

G6:

,Inapprc*riate classroom behavior can best be

controlled by ignoring rather than punishina.

Verbal praise reinforces appropriate behavior.

-8-
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Extrinsic Rewards vs. Intrinsic Motivation

Although at. first glande the use of verbl rewards to mod-
-J

ify behavior appears to beta panacea for controlling an undis-'

ciplined clasoroom, research has intrOduced a,coptroversial as-

pect of praising. student behavior. According to Good and Btophy

(1978) psycholotjists traditionally "have always stressed the im-

1

Oftance of .reinforcement as 15aslc to providing both:Ipotivation

.and guidance to the learner." -:.(p-180). These writers contend

that although praise is considered, to be a form of reinforcement,

it is actually inadvisable and cite other theorists (Montessori,

1964; Moore & Anderson, 1969; Piagel., 1952) who concur. Rather

than:using praise to teinfOrce positive student behavior, Good

and Brophy-believe a,teachet should "build upon intrin mo-

tivation for learning, without attempting to supplement it

through' extrinsic reinforcement, including praise." (p. 180)
o

81

According to Deci.and-B6nware (1974), students.are intrin-

sically motivated when they engage-in behavior because the be-
A04

Jaavior itself is rewarding. On the other hand, they are extrin-

sically motivated. when.they perform the behavior in order to

receive an extennal'reward. An external reward, according to

'Locke (1968 is an event ct object which is external to the

student and which motivates him/her to act.

Researchers (e.g.:,_Deci sc'BenwNej 1974; Green & Lepper,
l., , 4

6

1974; Staw, 1976) have discovered that adding extrinsic reinfor-
- 1 -

cement to an already interesting task does not increase intrinsic

motivation,'. but may instead cause a student to lose interest in

-9-
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the activity or as Green and Lepper, put it "turn play into work."

(pt 49) This concept suggests the fbilowing

G7: Extrinsic rewards lessen'intrinsic motivation.

This has importance for the educator because most of a
1

person's learning activity actually occurs outside the organized

and reinforced setting of the classroom (Staw, j.976).

Praise.vs. Intrinsic Motivation

In regard to this concept some authorities do not believe,
0

that verbal praise constitutee'an extrinsic reward or that even

if it does, it is not detrimental to the student's
. .

mo-
.

tivation. According to Maehr(1976) two studies by Kruglanski

(1975a, 1975b) show that verbal praise dbes not necessarily func-

tiOn.as an extrinsic reward that reduces intrinsic motivation.
ti

Several authorities (e.g. Rowe,. 1974; Maehr, 1976; Fish, 1978-

le

Although Deci et al. (1980) strongly opposes'rewards, in-

eluding praiser_as a controlling device to manipulate student be-
,

I

79; Bates, 1979; Deci et al., 1980) believe that if praise acts

as informational feedback will not inhibit intrinsic motivation.

havior; he agrees with-theidea that if praise is a, source of in

formational feedback,about competency, it 'does not have an adverse

effect. Instead, it can encourage self-responsibility, greater

<4

internaL'motivation, and better self-concept. Praise such as "I

really appreciated that)_because..." and "How did you get those

b6autiful colors in your picture's sky?'! (Gordon, 1974) invites

a response from the child and includes some information about

his/her competency. Using feedback to describe the specific and

Cr -10-
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the particular behavior or accomplishment keeps the praise from

being vague, too general_to be helpfdl, or incongruent.

-Although the authorities differ in some areas, they appear

to be in agreement with the following generalization:

G8: Praise is effective and not detrimental to students'

intrinsic motivation when it is used as informational

feedback.

S U.MMARY

This study has serious implications for the classroom

teacher. Although verbal praise has been-proven-to be an ef-

fective communication tool for .eStablishing,desired classroom

behavior and for improving performance academically; it can be

used unwisely by the'school teachers if they are not cognizant

of some of the,research reported in this paper. The understand-7

ing, sensitive, and knowledgeable teacher must, be responsible

in .administering verbal_ praise so that i.t will best.serve:the

interests of the, students' individual needs and thereby en-

courage more enjoyable involvement in the learning process.

13
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